Yui3

Please see this announcement for more information. YUI's lightweight core and modular
architecture make it scalable, fast, and robust. Built by frontend engineers at Yahoo! YUI's
intuitive and well-documented API takes you from basic DOM handling to building performant
and maintainable applications on desktop browsers, mobile devices, and servers. A thriving
community , a carefully architected infrastructure, and a comprehensive suite of tools help you
code like a pro, from simple web pages to complex web applications. YUI is free for all uses and
is developed in the open on GitHub. Core team members can always be found in the forums and
the yui IRC channel on Freenode. Pull requests welcome! Follow YUI on Twitter. Fast YUI's
lightweight core and modular architecture make it scalable, fast, and robust. Complete YUI's
intuitive and well-documented API takes you from basic DOM handling to building performant
and maintainable applications on desktop browsers, mobile devices, and servers. Industrial
Strength A thriving community , a carefully architected infrastructure, and a comprehensive
suite of tools help you code like a pro, from simple web pages to complex web applications. A
Few Examples. Dial with Interactive UI. YUI Theater Videos. Work fast with our official CLI. Learn
more. If nothing happens, download GitHub Desktop and try again. If nothing happens,
download Xcode and try again. If nothing happens, download the GitHub extension for Visual
Studio and try again. This is the active working source tree for YUI 3. It contains work in
progress toward the next YUI 3 releases and may be unstable. We encourage you to use the
latest source for evaluation purposes, testing new features and bug fixes, and to provide
feedback on new functionality. Please refer to the "Latest Production Release" link above if
you're looking for the latest stable release of YUI recommended for production use. Information
about milestones and tree closures will be made available there. YUI's development happens on
five main branches. The following describes what each of these code branches represents:. Any
tweaks or additions to the docs for the latest release happen on this branch, and they are
reflected on the website. The code changes in master are either bug fixes or small changes
which should not break API compatibility. Patch releases will be cut from this branch; e. All
code in this branch has fully passed all unit tests and should be stable. This is an integration
branch which contains everything in master , plus larger code changes which will go into a
future YUI release. The changes in 3. Preview Releases will be cut from this branch for
developers to test and evaluate. Developers check their changes in to these integration
branches for the automated testing system to validate. Once they are validated, the code is
merged into master and 3. Never check in to master or 3. The built files are generated at
development time from the contents of the src directory. The build step generates debug files
unminified and with full comments and logging , raw files unminified, but without debug logging
, and minified files suitable for production deployment and use. Beginning with YUI 3. All
modifications to the library and its documentation should take place in this directory. All
changes should continue to be made on the feature branch; that way the pull request you
submit will automatically update to include them. Make sure to keep the feature branch updated
with the latest changes from master, so that they don't diverge during your development
process. To build YUI components install Shifter npm -g install shifter and then simply run
shifter in that components directory. Skip to content. A library for building richly interactive web
applications. View license. Branches Tags. Nothing to show. Go back. Launching Xcode If
nothing happens, download Xcode and try again. Latest commit. Minor pre version bump. Git
stats 25, commits. Failed to load latest commit information. Update dd build files. Oct 21, Oct 22,
Mar 26, Remove coverage files from npm package. Feb 28, Remove Node 0. Sep 24, Feb 14, Feb
25, Fixing new issues link. Jun 20, Adding Julien Lecomte to committers. Jun 12, Sep 26, May 2,
Jan 22, Apr 12, View code. Branch Information YUI's development happens on five main
branches. The following describes what each of these code branches represents: live-docs :
Represents the latest GA release of YUI, plus any documentation-only updates. Clone the fork
to your local environment for development. Do Good Stuff Create a feature branch to house
atomic code changes. Push changes to your fork. Submit a pull request from your fork to the
live-docs , dev-master , or dev Incorporate community feedback. Push changes to your fork -the pull request will automatically update. Rinse and repeat. Important Tips Always work from a
feature branch. Since all code submissions will be through a Pull Request, feature branches
isolate changes from one submission to another. Always start your new branch from the branch
you want to submit to: git checkout -b myfeature dev-master Remember to submit your Pull
Request to the proper dev- branch and not master or 3. Building To build YUI components
install Shifter npm -g install shifter and then simply run shifter in that components directory.
About A library for building richly interactive web applications. Releases 79 3. Packages 0 No
packages published. Used by 2. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to refresh
your session. You signed out in another tab or window. The Yahoo! It is available under a BSD
License. YUI was released for public use in February In September , Yahoo! Among the

enhancements are a CSS selector driven engine, like jQuery , for retrieving DOM elements, a
greater emphasis on granularity of modules, a smaller seed file that loads other modules when
necessary, and a variety of syntactic changes intended to make writing code faster and easier.
Future development will be limited to maintenance releases addressing issues which are
"absolutely critical to Yahoo properties. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. User Interface
Library Developer s Yahoo! Free and open-source software portal. User Interface Library". User
Interface Blog. Retrieved 24 April Retrieved 13 June Retrieved 18 November Retrieved 29
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Cocoa. Desktop Xamarin. Desktop LCL. Yui born March 26, , stylized as YUI or yui , is a
Japanese singer-songwriter, multi-instrumentalist , and actress. In her solo career, she sold
more than 5 million physical copies in Japan. Born and raised in Fukuoka prefecture , she
played live at various locations in her hometown before being noticed by Sony Music Japan
when she was 17 years old, and released her debut single months later. Her singles, however,
were only met with moderate success until the breakout " Good-bye Days ", which charted for
44 weeks on Oricon and marked her as one of the Japanese music industry's rising stars. Yui
was born in Fukuoka, Japan. The Associated Press has reported that her full name is Yui
Yoshioka. She grew up in a single-parent family, her father leaving her mother when she was
three. Growing up, Yui asserted that she had always been close to music, as she would
remember the beats from music she heard on the radio, and would be able to sing it. During
elementary school, Yui thought she would like to become a singer. During her third year in
primary school, she was influenced by her mother to begin writing a journal of her feelings and
tried to compose them into poems. By the time Yui attended high school, she began to write
songs, thinking of that as being able to express herself little by little. Between music, school
and work, however, she only had one or two hours of sleep, and believed she no longer had the
time to realize her dreams of a music career. Soon after leaving the hospital, she got a chance
to see her first live street performance. The band advised Yui to join a private music school,
juku. Despite the social norm of finishing school in Japan and discouragement from her
teachers, Yui did not hesitate to drop out of high school and began to study guitar and
songwriting at the music cram school "Voice" in her hometown of Fukuoka. These street
performances helped Yui to overcome her shyness. Yui's professional career began in March
when, at the recommendation of her cram school instructors, she applied for an audition hosted
by Sony Music Japan. The judges gave her the maximum score. An example of Yui-go can be
found in the film Song of the Sun. On December 24, , Yui released her debut single, "It's Happy
Line", under the indie label Leaflet Records, coupled with the track "I Know," although the
pressing was limited to only 2, copies in her home area. Although she initially had planned its
release on an indie label, Fuji Television producer Yamaguchi was so inspired by Yui's voice
that he insisted on having her work on the music for his primetime drama Fukigen na Gene ,
prior to releasing a major single. Her next three singles, " Tomorrow's Way " theme song for the
movie Hinokio , " Life " 5th ending theme for the Bleach anime , and " Tokyo " did not chart as
high as "Feel My Soul", and were only moderately successful in comparison. Yui released her
debut album on February 22, , titled From Me to You , a moderate success that debuted at
number 4 on the Oricon charts, charting for weeks. The film was screened at the Cannes Film
Festival. Prior to the release of the movie, Yui released her fifth single " Good-bye Days ,"
written specifically for the film. The single is her highest selling single, with more than , copies
sold. All three tracks on the single are featured in Midnight Sun. The single also re-released the
track "It's Happy Line," originally released on her debut single. Yui's next single, " I Remember
You ", did well in terms of sales, riding on the wave of the popularity of "Good-bye Days". Yui's
seventh single " Rolling Star " was chosen as the 5th opening theme for the Bleach anime. The
album spent two weeks at number 1 on the Oricon charts, breaking her entire previous album's
record sales in one week. Can't Buy My Love managed to sell over , copies. It was her first
double A-side single. The single charted at number 1 on the Oricon Weekly Charts the first week
of its release. On November 19, , Yui opened her first live show at Nippon Budokan , which
promptly sold out. Yui began with her eleventh single, " Namidairo ", released on February 27,

While writing the song, she attempted to convey a feeling of saying "I'm fine" in order to not
worry one's lover, and how during such occasions, we realize little things we don't normally
notice. A week following the release of her 11th single, the promotional video of a new song
"Laugh Away", was released. The song was used in Glico 's "Watering KissMint" commercial.
Her third studio album was released on April 9, titled I Loved Yesterday. It quickly charted at
number 1 on the Oricon Weekly Charts and sold more than , copies, behind her second album.
The 10th track on the album, titled "Oh Yeah", was used as the opening theme to Mezamashi TV
, a morning television show. The limited edition version of the album included a DVD which
contained music videos of her previous singles and live footage of her Nippon Budokan show.
The album was composed mainly of semi-ballads with much of the same themes as her
previous releases such as youth. Yui released her B-side compilation album, My Short Stories ,
[29] on November 12, , which debuted at number 1 on Oricon. The album included all the B-side
tracks of all her singles to date, along with a new song, "I'll Be. The last compilation album that
reached No. Children 's B-Side in May In her "Yui Diary" blog entry on August 29, , Yui
mentioned that she would put her career on hold, not making any public appearances after the
release of the album. She asserted that the break would allow her to fully concentrate on her
plans for the next year. It was released as Stereopony's third single on April 22, Yui announced
her return from her five-month hiatus on March 25, on her official website. The single
celebrating her return was an up-tempo song titled " Again. The single was released on June 3,
The single had the highest opening week sales for a female act in Her website Yui-net. The two
songs were featured in the film adaptation of Kaiji as both a theme and an insert song. The
single debuted at number 1, selling 75, copies in its first week of sales, becoming her fifth
number one single. On January 20, , Yui released " Gloria ", selling over 80, copies in the first
week and again topping the Oricon charts. It became her fourth straight album to top the Oricon
charts, eventually selling over , copies and attaining the certification of Platinum. Her single "
Rain " was released on the November 24, Yui traveled to Sweden for the shooting of the "Your
Heaven" music video, also producing a short movie showing her journey to various places and
shops in Sweden. Her newest single, " Hello Paradise Kiss ", was released on June 1, , the
A-side and B-side being the theme song and ending song, respectively, of the live-action movie
" Paradise Kiss. Her single " Green a. Live " uses the emotions and thoughts she felt from the
visit, and was released on October 5, Live" debuted on top of the charts, and became her first
number one single since "To Mother. The album debuted at number one on the daily charts,
selling just under 50, copies on the first day of release, and would go on to reach number one
on the weekly charts â€” making How Crazy Your Love her fifth straight album to debut at the
weekly number one. In a video uploaded to Yui's official Vevo channel on December 18, , she
announced that she would be taking a break from music. She explained that " Yui is so precious
and special for me, so I want to leave it as is for a while. The biggest reason is that I don't want
them to see me with a broken-off heart, if that happens. Yui returned from hiatus shortly
thereafter with a new band called Flower Flower , which performed incognito throughout Japan.
On March 27, , Yui revealed in her band blog that she had been diagnosed with a panic disorder
, which resulted in the cancellation of some presentations. On April 17, , the singer announced
via the official blog of her band Flower Flower that she had married a man outside of the
industry and that she was pregnant. In the summer of , Flower Flower appeared in various
festivals, including at Rock in Japan Festival and Summer Sonic , leading to speculation that
the band would release a second physical single. On November 11, , Yui confirmed reports from
the media that the singer had divorced her husband at the end of August From Wikipedia, the
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Song of the Sun. My Generation. Holidays in the Sun. Join Stack Overflow to learn, share
knowledge, and build your career. Connect and share knowledge within a single location that is
structured and easy to search. Corwin is incorrect about files changing on the yui. We will
undoubtedly make changes that will require your attention and time as you upgrade. There has
been a lot that has changed since then, but my specific application code didn't have to change
too much. I have also been tracking all the major changes in YUI3 during the past months. It's
now June, and things appear to be coming close to beta 1 as I'm seeing a ton of documentation
related commits. I would recommend using YUI3 over 2 if you're looking for very nice,
feature-rich base JavaScript library. YUI3 is becoming a pretty great library and framework, it
has matured greatly in functionality, performance, and cohesiveness since PR2. YUI3 is still in
flux. The code-base is going to keep changing and features or syntax you rely on now may
change abruptly if you link directly to the YUI3 files on the yahoo servers. YUI2 is quite capable
and would be the safer bet if you don't want to go rewriting your code to accommodate
unforeseen changes. Learn more. Asked 11 years, 11 months ago. Active 9 years, 6 months ago.
Viewed 2k times. Is YUI3 ready mature enough? What are its advantages and disadvantes vs
YUI. Improve this question. David Underhill Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Andy, Corwin
is incorrect about files changing on the yui. You can learn more about YUI 3 and how it's
different from 2. Improve this answer. Eric Miraglia Eric Miraglia 1, 8 8 silver badges 9 9 bronze
badges. Eric Ferraiuolo Eric Ferraiuolo 5 5 bronze badges. Corwin Corwin. I'd go with YUI3.
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Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name.
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Developer Network, which also powers the Yahoo! It incorporates over five years of dedicated
library development by Yahoo! Where it really comes into its own is when coupled with the
other CSS modules, which are also available via reliable hosted API links. Here are th
jeep cj forums
transmission control module pt cruiser
honda odyssey hood
e official descriptions of the three extra available modules:. The foundational CSS Fonts
provides cross-browser typographical normalization and control while still allowing users to
choose and adjust their font size. Both Standards and Quirks modes are supported in A-grade
browsers. The foundational CSS Grids provides a simple system for layout out content. The
three modules listed above are available at the Yahoo! YUI Website linked above. To try out the
basic YUI CSS library, you could write the following at the top of your stylesheet to pull in the
minified compressed versions:. The Yahoo! But what if you want to only apply the reset to a
certain section, subsection or specific element and its children of the page or application? Well,
Yahoo! You can load a contextual CSS Reset or contextual versions of any of the other modules
, which only apply to elements with a certain CSS class in the markup â€” and their
descendants. Check out their documentation for details! Share and Enjoy!

